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A'saui Armor

 This is restricted tech and requires permission of the FM to use. It is also experimental.

A'saui Armor is an innovative piece of technology designed by Or'ion in EE 001-v. The purpose was to
give their agents the ability to 'hide' in plain sight for a limited amount of time, in order to execute their
objectives. It is highly classified technology.

History

AA first came about as a black operations project within Or'ion, kept secret by all but those in the highest
chain of command, with the only one outside of Or'ion knowing of the project being the previous queen.
The designers behind the armor experimented with various means of trying to achieve 'true-stealth',
although the process has remained very difficult. Named originally as Light Bender Armor, it was
renamed to A'saui Armor in EE 002 shortly before its release to Or'ion.

In EE 001-v, the AA was invented and serves as a 'stepping stone' to better personal cloaking technology.

About

The AA was designed to give Or'ion agents the ability to hide themselves, either in plain site, or in out of
the way locations where the possibility of detection may be low but still there. This feat is accomplished
through a complex system of components that transfer what is behind the armor to the front, giving off
the impression that there is nothing there; this isn't considered to be a true form of stealth though - as
the armor can only be active for ten minutes before it must go offline and recharge itself.

Because of the unique nature of the armor, it has almost no protection against weapons fire.

Uses

Currently it is only used in the Infiltration Suit
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